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Judge ALLARD.

George Steven Strom III was convicted of third-degree assault under
Alaska’s recidivist assault statute based on evidence that he committed a fourth-degree

*

Sitting by assignment made pursuant to Article IV, Section 16 of the Alaska
Constitution and Administrative Rule 24(d).

assault against his girlfriend, Beverly Jackson, and evidence that Strom had been
previously convicted of two or more assault offenses during the last 10 years.1 Strom
stipulated to his prior convictions, and his trial therefore focused on the alleged assault
against Jackson.
At trial, Jackson testified that she had no memory of the assault because she
was currently in a form of therapy that had taught her to block out anything that was
“bad” that had happened to her. Because Jackson testified that she had no memory of
the assault, the State introduced her prior inconsistent statements about the assault as
substantive evidence under Alaska Evidence Rule 801(d)(1)(A).2 This evidence included
prior statements to two different police officers as well as Jackson’s testimony at grand
jury. The State also introduced photographs of the injuries to Jackson’s lip and the
testimony of Jackson’s mother who took her to the hospital, and who testified that
Jackson had redness on one eye and complained of being sore.
At the close of evidence, Strom’s attorney moved for a judgment of
acquittal, arguing that the State had failed to present sufficient evidence to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that Strom assaulted Jackson. In particular, the defense attorney
argued that Jackson’s prior inconsistent statements were insufficient, standing alone, to
support a conviction for assault. The superior court denied the motion for judgment of
acquittal. Following deliberations, the jury found Strom guilty of assaulting Jackson.
On appeal, Strom argues that the superior court erred in denying his motion
for judgment of acquittal, relying on our decision in Brower v. State.3 In Brower, we
concluded that the uncorroborated grand jury testimony of the alleged victim —
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testimony that the victim expressly recanted at trial — was legally insufficient to support
the defendant’s conviction for sexual assault.4
We question whether the reasoning in Brower applies to this case, given
that, unlike the victim in Brower, Jackson did not repudiate her earlier statements about
the assault or claim that the assault did not happen. Instead, she simply claimed that she
no longer had any memory of the events because of her recent therapy.
In any case, even assuming that the corroboration requirement under
Brower does apply, we conclude that this corroboration requirement was met in this case.
As we have previously explained, the corroborating evidence need not independently
establish commission of the charged offense; it need only induce a rational belief in the
veracity of the out-of-court statements.5 Here, the corroborating evidence included the
photographs of Jackson’s injuries, the police observations of those injuries, her mother’s
testimony regarding Jackson’s complaints of soreness, and the fact that Jackson called
her mother for a ride to the hospital after the assault.
Given this corroborating evidence, we conclude that the trial jury had a
sufficient basis for evaluating the veracity of Jackson’s prior statements, and we further
conclude that, viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to upholding the verdict,
there was sufficient evidence at trial from which a rational fact-finder could reasonably
conclude that Strom was guilty of assaulting Jackson beyond a reasonable doubt.6
Accordingly, the judgment of the superior court is AFFIRMED.
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Id. at 647-48.
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See Nunn v. State, 845 P.2d 435, 441 (Alaska App. 1993); Thompson v. State, 769
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